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Abstract. This paper presents a brief introduction to two solvers, buggy2−5

and buggys
2−5, which I have submitted to the binary extensional and bi-

nary intensional categories of the Second International CSP Solver Com-
petition. Both solvers are a combination of preprocessing followed by
mac search. The preprocessing consists of domain squashing and enforc-
ing weak k-singleton arc consistency.

1 Main Description

This position paper briefly describes the two solvers, buggy2−5 and buggys
2−5,

which have been submitted to the Second International csp Solver Competition
for the binary extensional and binary intensional categories.

The paper is deliberately kept to a minimum. The main reason is that there’s
not much that can be said about the solvers. As a matter of fact, initially, I didn’t
want to participate at all. However, after the low number of contestants for
the first round, I decided that it should be better if I did participate. Another
reason, which is related to the first, is that I am currently in the process of
re-implementing my basic solver and its data types. This basic solver, which
underlies buggy2−5 and buggys

2−5, is only half finished.
The solvers can be best described as follows. Both do some preprocessing,

enforce consistency and, if needed, they start a mac search [Sabin and Freuder,
1994]. The only difference between the solvers is the level of preprocessing. In
the following, I shall first describe the local consistency that is enforced by the
solvers, then the preprocessing,1 and then the solution strategy.

Enforcing local consistency means enforcing weak k-singleton arc consistency
(weak k-sac) [van Dongen, 2006] for increasing levels of k, 2 ≤ k ≤ 5 using greedy
search. Weak k-sac is equivalent to sac [Debruyne and Bessière, 1997; 2001;
Bessière and Debruyne, 2005; Lecoutre and Cardon, 2005; Prosser et al., 2000] if
k = 1 but stronger if k > 1. They start by enforcing arc consistency, followed by
weak 2-sac, weak 3-sac, weak 4-sac and weak 5-sac. The difference between
the solvers is that buggys

2−5 may enforce higher levels of consistency. Both solvers
terminate in case of an inconsistency. In the process of establishing weak k-sac
it is possible that a solution is found, in which case the algorithms terminate.
The algorithms for enforcing weak k-sac [van Dongen, 2006] are closely related
to Lecoutre and Cardon’s algorithms for establishing sac [Lecoutre and Cardon,
2005].
1 Here preprocessing should not be confused with converting the competition’s XML

format to the solvers’ native format: this was done at solution-time.



2 Preprocessing

The preprocessing that is done by the solvers involves domain squashing [Gault
and Jeavons, 2004]. Here it is assumed, without loss of generality, that the
domains have unique values, allowing us to squash more values [Bulatov and
Jeavons, 2003]. This preprocessing more or less amounts to eliminating some
substitutable values. The domain squashing is performed after enforcing arc
consistency. Since the domains squashing may be quite a large overhead if the
domains are large, buggy2−5 only smashes the extremal values, that is to say the
smallest and largest values in the domains. The following paragraph spends a
few more words on extremal value squashing. The same strategy is adopted by
buggys

2−5, which then attempts to also smash the remaining values. It is allowed
a fantastic magic number of 490 seconds maximum domain squashing time. For
many instances much more is needed to ensure that no more squashing is possi-
ble. It turned out that its extra squashing enabled buggys

2−5 to solve two more
instances than buggy2−5 but at the price of much more solution time.

Squashing the extremal values is very effective, especially for the jobshop and
openshop instances, since many (almost) extremal values, v, satisfy the property
that if v is part of any solution then so is v + 1 or v − 1, in which case we can
eliminate v. For some of instances, including modified Radio Link Frequency
Assignment Problem instances, squashing made the difference between finding
a solution or not.

3 Solution Strategy

Before section briefly describes the solution strategy of the solvers, each of which
have a different objective. The main goal of buggy2−5 is to find a solution. For
buggy2−5 this is different. Its main objective is to make the problem inverse con-
sistent [Freuder and Elfe, 1996], i.e. remove the values that do not participate in
any solution. In the process of making the problem inverse consistent, buggys

2−5

outputs the first solution if there is one.
Both solvers terminate as soon as they can decide the problem is unsatiafi-

able. If the problem is satisfiable the solvers work as follows.

buggy2−5 In the case buggy2−5 starts by enforcing arc consistency. Next it starts
by enforcing weak 2-sac–5-sac, stopping if it can find a solution and starting a
mac search otherwise.

buggys
2−5 The strategy of buggys

2−5 is different. It enforces arc consistency fol-
lowed by weak 2-sac, weak 3-sac, and so on. In the process of doing this, it
marks all values which participate to a solution and terminates if there are no
more values left that do not participate to a solution.



4 Future Work

The solver’s data types are still in a development state. They still are not ideal,
let alone optimal. I expect that much can be improved. As soon as the imple-
mentation is finalised, I intend to write a paper describing the data types and
how they affect the implementation of the algorithms that are built on top of
them. Work is underway to generalise the domain squashing.
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